Imagicle: Cribis D&B certificate
for commercial reliability
Massarosa (Italy), 2019, 22nd January

CRIBIS D&B Srl, a Crif company
specialized in business information,
credit scoring and solutions for business
decisions, awarded Imagicle the “Cribis
Prime Company” certificate, assigned
to companies that fall within the “rating
1” with the highest level of reliability and
economic and commercial solidity.
The recognition is conferred on the basis of
the analysis of payment transactions, cash
flows, and trends in payments, officially
granting Imagicle’s highest economic
and commercial reliability index.

“Once more” - states Massimo Di Puccio, co-CEO and Imagicle Chief Marketing & Sales Officer
- “I am happy to see that the constant work and enthusiasm that have always distinguished
the Imagicle team continues to give exceptional results. In addition to our products, we are
proud to offer our customers a quality service they can always count on. This certificate is
another proof that we are going in the right direction. We will keep following it.”

About Imagicle
Market leader in the UC apps space, Imagicle develops applications helping companies to
make their communications faster, smarter and easier, either on-prem or in the partner Cloud.
20k+ customers in 150 countries benefit of the Imagicle ApplicationSuite, which in a single
suite and VM includes the most complete set of must have apps, to enhance Customer service,
control and analyze calls, virtualize fax service, provide advanced directory services, recording
calls and it adds mandatory hotel services to Cisco UC platforms.
Founded in 2010, Imagicle is head-quartered in Italy and has a fully owned subsidiary in
Dubai and Miami. With more than 300 among Partners and Service Providers, Imagicle
operates almost in all over the world serving enterprises, multinational companies, as
well family businesses, universities, central government, public administrations, hospitals
and prestigious hotels. Imagicle is Cisco Preferred Solution Partner and 5 Imagicle Apps Advanced Directory Services, Attendant Console, Advanced Queueing and Auto Attendant, Call
Accounting & Billing, IP Fax Server, and Hospitality Pack - have been selected by Cisco as their
official solutions, being available worldwide on Cisco GPL through the Solutions Plus program.
For more information, visit www.imagicle.com
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